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Next submission deadline (spring/summer 
funding cycle): March 1st  

Space Institute Grants and Funding Opportunities 
 
This past September, the University of Michigan Space Institute invited faculty, instructors, 
students, and student teams to submit proposals for the first round of the Pathfinder and 
Power Grant Awards, which included funding up to $5000. The winning proposals include 
Hirsh Kabaria for Michigan Aeronautical Science Association (MASA); Owen Marr, for 
Students for the Exploration and development of Space (SEDS); and Joseph Ryan for 
Everything Astronomy. Congratulations! 
 
The application deadline for the winter funding cycle was November 1st and we’ve received 
exciting proposals. The next round of awardees will be announced very soon. Stay Tuned! 

 
 

University of Michigan Space Institute Pathfinder and Power Grant Awardees  
 
Hirsh Kabaria  
 
The Michigan Aeronautical Science Association (MASA) is a multidisciplinary engineering team that designs, builds, and 
launches some of the most advanced rockets ever built by students. MASA focuses on projects involving new liquid propulsion 
technologies and composite structures. These projects culminate in rocket launches, which have been conducted since 2004. 
MASA's rockets are technologically demonstrative and more than able to launch payloads such as GPS telemetry devices, 
cameras and CanSat satellite simulators. MASA used the funding for propellant tanks for part of their Ground Support 
Equipment (GSE). The tanks allow them to perform engine, pressurization control, or fluid systems testing without utilizing 
their flight tanks, allowing for a long term but flexible solution. 
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Owen Marr  
 
Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS) hosted an art competition from Oct. 4th to Oct. 20th to send 
their artwork to the International Space Station. SpaceX will launch the works of art as a Commercial Resupply Space Mission 
through Toucan Space in Paris, France. All submitted pieces are displayed in a week-long exhibition at the Duderstadt Gallery. 
The blastoff will take place in 2022. 
 

 
 
 
Joseph Ryan 
 
Joseph Ryan, Thomas Shearer, Michael Messere, 
and Samuel Kim used their award to purchase 
equipment for their Everything Astronomy 
podcast. On the podcast, the students talk with 
professors and scientists about their day-to-day 
lives, as well as the experiences they've had on their 
scientific journey. Everything Astronomy is 
available on YouTube, Apple Podcasts, and Spotify 
at https://linktr.ee/everything astronomy. 
 

 
Interview with Chair of Astronomy department Prof. Edwin Bergin 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJQDiMucijKAt80GZ6-P5jA 
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 M Space Institute Working Groups – Bringing People Together 
 

The U-M Space Institute has begun to create Working Groups to help foster collaboration within specific topical areas of 
interest. Working Groups can be formed at any time by interested parties. The initial meetings of our first two first Working 
Groups - the CubeSat Working Group and the Peach Mountain Working Group - were a great success! 
 
 
 
 

The CubeSat Working Group meeting was held on November 
9th. Faculty heard about the new AERO 495 CubeSat Flight 
Lab course in which students are getting hands-on experience in 
how to design, build, test, and finally, launch their CubeSat. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The Peach Mountain Working Group meeting was held 
on November 12th. Faculty learned that efforts are underway 
to secure a NASA investment to make the Peach Mountain 
Observatory into a satellite telemetry station. The history of 
the Peach Mountain Observatory was also discussed, along 
with opportunities for future projects. 

Photo by Levi Hutmacher 
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Suggested Film of the Month 
 

 
 
For All Mankind 
Criterion Channel: In July 1969, the space race ended when Apollo 11 fulfilled President Kennedy’s challenge of “landing a 
man on the Moon and returning him safely to the Earth.” No one who witnessed the lunar landing will ever forget it. Al 
Reinert’s documentary FOR ALL MANKIND is the story of the twenty-four men who traveled to the moon, told in their 
words, in their voices, using the images of their experiences. Forty years after the first moon landing, it remains the most 
radical, visually dazzling work of cinema yet made about this earthshaking event. 
 
Wikipedia: For All Mankind is a 1989 documentary film made of original footage from NASA's Apollo program, which 
successfully prepared and landed the first humans on the Moon from 1968 to 1972. It was directed by Al Reinert, with music 
by Brian Eno. The film, consisting of footage from Apollo 7 through Apollo 17, was assembled to depict what seems like a 
single trip to the Moon, highlighting the beauty and otherworldliness of the images by only using audio from the interviews 
Reinert conducted with Apollo crew members.  
 
Where to find it: Criterion Channel Collection (free with umich credentials).  
 

 
 

Coming Soon 
 
Space Physics Research Laboratory (SPRL) Managing Director, Patrick McNally will host our next working group. Date, 
time, & title TBD.  


